LSPS: AGES 6-9

FLIES AND SPIDERS
To develop an
understanding that
everyone needs
support and needs
to feel safe.
Goal
A tag game in which
the spiders try to catch
the flies.

What You Need

Opening Questions
 What makes a space feel safe?
 What makes a person feel safe?

How To Play
Ensure the size of the play area is appropriate for the
number of players.
1. Divide the play area into 3 sections. Make the middle
section the biggest (see diagram).
2. Explain to the players that the middle area represents a
big spider’s web and the areas on the outside are the
forest.
3. Ask the players to name things that spiders eat (for
example, flies, moths, bugs).

Equipment

4. Ask for 2 volunteers to play the role of the Spiders.

 Chalk (anything to
mark lines)

5. Ask the Spiders to sit in the centre of the web area and
pretend to be asleep.

No. of players

6. Tell the other players they are the Flies.

 6 or more

7. Ask the players to make the noises flies make (for
example, “Bzzz”).
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Key Learning

8. Explain and demonstrate that:
• The game starts with the Flies making the “Bzzz” noises
near the spiders.
• When you say “Spiders wake up,” the Spiders will stand
up and try to tag as many Flies as possible.
• The Flies can escape by running into the forest. Once
they have crossed into the forest the Flies cannot be
tagged.
• If a Fly is tagged, that player becomes a Spider and
joins the Spider team.
• The Spiders will then return to the centre and sit in the
sleeping position, and the Flies will “Bzzz” around them
until “Spiders wake up” is called again.
9. The game continues until all the Flies are caught.
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FLIES AND SPIDERS CONTINUED
Watch For
 Are the Flies buzzing near the Spiders and staying away
from the forest during the Spider’s sleeping time?

Discussion
Reflect
 How did you feel when you reached the forest?
Connect
 What are other times in your life when you have felt safe?
Or needed to feel safe?
Apply
 What can we do to help each other feel safe and
supported in our communities?
 How can we support players who are affected by HIV or
AIDS?

Variations
 Call out “Rain shower” every couple of rounds instead of
“Spiders wake up.” Tell the Flies to chase the Spiders and
the Spiders to run into the forest.

Inclusion
 Refer to page G5.
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